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Abstract. The most similar case may not always be the most appro-
priate one to guide a problem-solving process. It is often important that
a retrieved past case can be easily adapted to a target problem. The
presented work deals with the retrieval and adaptation in textual case-
based reasoning (TCBR) where cases are described textually. In TCBR,
it is common to use similarity-based retrieval methods from information
retrieval where adaptability of the retrieved cases is not considered. In
this paper we introduce a novel case retrieval method called evidence-
driven retrieval (EDR). It uses the notion of evidence to determine which
parts of the new problem text have been useful in the past solutions and
will be used in the adaptation to a new problem. This allows EDR to
retrieve cases that are not only similar but also adaptable. We evaluated
EDR as part of our TCBR approach that aims to support human experts
in root cause analysis of transportation incidents. This approach relies on
causal knowledge automatically extracted from incident reports from the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada, which are used as textual cases
in our experiments. The results for EDR are compared with information
retrieval methods traditionally applied in TCBR.

Keywords: Textual CBR · Incident analysis · Causal relations ·
Adaptation-guided retrieval · Adaptation

1 Introduction

The fundamental assumption in CBR is that similar problems have similar solu-
tions. Therefore, case retrieval in CBR is often based on the similarity between
a new problem description and cases in the casebase. Sometimes, however, the
most similar case is not the best one to guide the problem-solving process. As
argued by Smyth and Keane [19], for many types of applications it is also nec-
essary to consider whether a case can be easily adapted to a target problem.
They proposed the adaptation-guided retrieval method that uses adaptation
knowledge to retrieve adaptable cases. In TCBR, where cases are described
textually, case retrieval is often accomplished using methods from information
retrieval (IR) [20]. These methods are similarity-based and do not account for
adaptability.
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In the current paper we propose a novel case retrieval method for TCBR
that aims to retrieve adaptable cases, called evidence-driven retrieval (EDR).
This method was developed as part of our work on TCBR for automated incident
analysis using reports from the Transportation Safety Board of Canada as textual
cases. The focus of our previous work was on the representation and adaptation
of textual cases while for case retrieval we used a standard IR method [18].
Experimental evaluation revealed that this IR-based retrieval method was the
bottleneck for the whole system because many of the retrieved cases, despite
reasonable similarity to the new case, could not be adapted to a new problem.
This intensified our motivation to develop EDR, which brings together retrieval
and reuse of textual cases.

EDR, as well the rest of our TCBR approach, is based on the Text Rea-
soning Graph (TRG) representation, which we first proposed in [18] and have
further improved in the current paper. This representation is designed to cap-
ture the so-called reasoning knowledge contained in text, which is automatically
extracted from textual reports by our system. Imagine a detective investigat-
ing a criminal case where she needs to identify evidences, connect the facts and
make conclusions about what might have happened and who is involved. The
knowledge used by the detective is often of a relational nature connecting pieces
of information together in a coherent reasoning chain. This type of knowledge
is essential for complex problems that do not have an immediate answer but
require to be analysed in order to be solved. The resultant analysis constitutes
the case solution.

EDR uses the notion of evidence, which can be defined as a piece of infor-
mation in the problem description that is instrumental for the analysis. EDR
automatically identifies which snippets in the new problem text may be con-
veying an evidence and assesses their informativeness. The decision of which
information in the new problem can be considered as evidence is done in the
context of a certain past case. The retrieval mechanism selects the past case
that includes most number of evidences with high informativeness. The ratio-
nale behind EDR is that information that was important in the analysis in the
past can have the same value for the new problem as well. In this way, EDR
acts as a feature selection method. Since evidences are starting points in the
adaptation process, EDR is biased towards retrieving an adaptable case than
merely a similar case.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the incident
analysis task. Sections 3 and 4 describe the TRG representation and the pro-
cedure for automatic acquisition of it from text. The overview of our TCBR
approach is provided in Sect. 5. Section 6 describes EDR together with the adap-
tation procedure. In Sect. 7 we evaluate EDR and compare it with IR methods.
Related work is reviewed in Sect. 8 followed by a discussion of future work and
concluding remarks in Sect. 9.
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2 Incident Analysis

Complex problems such as diagnosing a patient, investigating an accident or
predicting the outcome of a legal case need to be analysed in order to be solved.
It is a non-trivial task even for human experts so we are investigating methods
to support them in such tasks. The type of the analysis we are aiming for is
closely related to root cause analysis (RCA) [15] used by human analysts to
answer why a certain problem occurred in the first place [16]. A problem is char-
acterised by an undesired outcome such as a failure, accident, defect, dangerous
situation, etc. Causes are the events or conditions that lead to the undesired
outcome, removal of which would prevent the occurrence of that outcome. RCA
goes beyond causes that immediately precede the outcome and aims to identify
causal chains reaching the root causes of the problem. These causes are of vital
importance for the prevention of the same problems to occur in the future.

We study this analysis task in the transportation domain because incident
reports are easily available in this domain. The Transportation Safety Board
of Canada (TSBC) provides open access to aviation, marine and rail incident
reports between 1990 and the present day1. These reports are semi-structured
in the sense that they commonly contain sections that can be attributed to one
of the parts:

1. Summary provides a brief description of an incident.
2. Factual information describes the details.
3. Analysis documents the reasoning of the analysts
4. Conclusion enumerates root causes and contributing factors for the incident.

Most governments impose companies to write such analysis reports. Regard-
less of that, these reports are important for the companies from a knowledge
management perspective; companies find such reports beneficial because they
constitute an important source for revision of the companies’ safety regula-
tions. Furthermore, they are important for sharing the experiences and reasoning
knowledge of the analysts, to be put to use when analysing a new incident. Our
overarching goal is to automate parts of this analysis task, and support the
report writing process after an incident has been analysed.

3 Representation of Reasoning Knowledge

In our work, we aim to use incident reports as cases for CBR-based incident
analysis. Textual representation makes effective case retrieval and adaptation
very challenging. One way to overcome this problem, is to convert the text to
a semi-structured representation with a well defined semantics. For the analy-
sis task we need a representation that is able to capture the line of reasoning
embedded in the analysis text. For this purpose we introduced a representation,
coined Text Reasoning Graph (TRG) [18]. To illustrate the idea behind TRG
consider the following excerpt from an aviation incident report:
1 Reports from Transportation Safety board of Canada are available from http://
www.tsb.gc.ca/eng/rapports-reports.

http://www.tsb.gc.ca/eng/rapports-reports
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/eng/rapports-reports
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the oil that burned away 
did not return to the tank 
(a06q0091, analysis, 6.71)

the oil level became very 
low
(a06q0091, analysis, 2.81)

the engine oil pump to 
cavitate
(a06q0091, analysis, 9.50)

the engine oil pressure to 
fluctuate
(a06q0091, problem , 5.96)

the oil temperature did not change , 
or at least not significantly
(a06q0091, analysis, 5.24)

the pilot falsely deduced that the engine oil pressure 
gauge was displaying an incorrect indication
(a06q0091, conclusion, 19.40)

cause

cause

cause

entail

cause

the oil did not return to 
the tank
(a06q0091, analysis, 3.63)

cause

Fig. 1. Example of the text reasoning graph representation with metadata in the fol-
lowing format: (report id, part of the report, informativeness)

The oil that burned away did not return to the tank and, after a short
time, the oil level became very low, causing the engine oil pump to
cavitate and the engine oil pressure to fluctuate. Furthermore, since the
oil did not return to the tank, the oil temperature did not change, or at
least not significantly, and the pilot falsely deduced that the engine oil
pressure gauge was displaying an incorrect indication.

This excerpt captures reasoning of the expert about the incident, what we
call reasoning knowledge, which reflects how the analyst put together the pieces
of information in order to make a sense out of it. Phrases and sentences in
this excerpt are connected through causal relations making the whole excerpt
logically coherent. The TRG shown in Fig. 1 makes these relations explicit by
collecting them in one graph and adding entailment relations between nodes
when it applies. A TRG representation enables automatic inference, e.g. given
the TRG in Fig. 1, from the node “the engine oil pressure to fluctuate”, through
abduction we can infer the explanation “the oil that burned away did not return
to the tank”, and by deduction the conclusion “the pilot falsely deduced that
the engine oil pressure gauge was displaying an incorrect indication”.

In addition to a phrase or a sentence, each node in TRG also contains the
following metadata:

1. The report id that the node is extracted from.
2. Part of the report containing the same information as the node, e.g. summary,

analysis and conclusion.
3. Informativeness of the node, i.e. more specific nodes such as “the oil that

burned away did not return to the tank” has higher informativeness than
general node such as “the oil did not return to the tank”.
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4 Acquistion of Reasoning Knowledge from Text

TRG is automatically acquired from text of the incident reports using natural
language processing. This process can roughly be divided into two phases: pre-
processing and graph construction. In the preprocessing phase, a report in the
html format is converted into a structured text annotated with syntactic and
semantic information. This information is then used in the graph construction
phase to generate a TRG.

Steps in the preprocessing phase are as follows:

1. Extract text and sections from the report in html format.
2. Split the report into summary, analysis and conclusion parts based on section

titles, e.g. a section with the title containing the words “findings” or “causes”
is assigned to the conclusion part. Similar lexical patterns were constructed
for each part.

3. Text of the report is preprocessed with the CoreNLP [13] pipeline that
includes tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging, syntactic
parsing and co-reference resolution.

4. Causal relations are extracted from text of the report as described in Sect. 4.1.

The graph construction phase includes the following steps:

1. Causal relations are collected in one graph with arguments as nodes and rela-
tions as edges. Causal relations are the bare bones of the TRG representation.

2. Nodes that are not arguments of the same causal relation are connected by
entailment relations. The longest common paraphrase technique, described in
Sect. 4.2, is used for this purpose. This step is necessary to make the graph
more connected.

3. Nodes that are paraphrases of each other are merged into one node, preserving
the corresponding entailment and causal relations. This makes the graph more
compact by eliminating redundant nodes.

4. Nodes with low informativeness are removed from the graph as described in
Sect. 4.3, e.g. the phrase “after a short time” does not carry enough concrete
information by itself and is considered uninformative.

All the steps in the described process are fully automated, eliminating case
acquisition costs. Most of the steps are the same as described in our previous
work [18]. Two improvements are the use of co-reference resolution to replace
pronouns in text with corresponding references, e.g. “he” is replaced by “pilot”,
and the use of the longest common paraphrase instead of textual entailment and
paraphrase recognition, which facilitates EDR as described in Sect. 6.

4.1 Causal Relation Extraction

Causal relations are used in the generation of the TRG representation. To extract
them from text of the report we implemented the pattern matching algorithm
proposed by Khoo [8]. Khoo manually constructed 651 patterns and 352 sub-
patterns for causal relation extraction. The algorithm matches these patterns to
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sentences in the incident report. If matching succeeds, phrases corresponding to
cause and effect arguments are extracted according to the applied pattern, e.g.

pattern: because of [cause], [effect]
source: Because of the durability of the coverings, it would be extremely difficult

for a survivor with hand or arm injuries to open the survival kit.
cause: the durability of the coverings
effect: it would be extremely difficult for a survivor with hand or arm injuries to

open the survival kit.

4.2 Longest Common Paraphrase

Longest common paraphrase (LCP) is the technique we introduce in the current
work to connect causal relations into a connected graph. It is also used in the
retrieval to identify evidences as described in Sect. 6. LCP identifies the longest
pair of phrases in two text fragments that are paraphrases of each other, e.g.

arg1 The minimum required radar separation in this airspace was 5 nautical
miles laterally or 1000 ft vertically.

arg2 No alternate to radar separation minima was in place during the time that
communication with the two aircraft was not available.

lcp1 minimum required radar separation in this airspace
lcp2 radar separation minima.

Two arguments are linked through the longest paraphrase e.g. arg2 entail−−−−→
lcp1 entail←−−−− arg2. To find the longest paraphrases, LCP iterates over all pairs
of phrases (S, NP and VP nodes in the syntax tree) starting with the longest
ones and stops when paraphrases are found. The paraphrase identification com-
ponent is based on a semantic text similarity measures. First, it obtains simi-
larity values between each pair of words inside the phrases using the Leacock
and Chodorow (LCH) similarity measure [12], which is based on the shortest
path between words through WordNet with all senses considered. Then, each
word in one phrase is assigned to a similar word in another phrase using the
Hungarian algorithm [10]. It makes sure that no two words from one phrase are
assigned to the same word in another phrase and the sum of similarities between
the assigned words is maximized. Stop words like articles and prepositions are
ignored. The text similarity value is obtained by normalizing this sum by the
number of words in both phrases. Phrases with a similarity value above 0.7 are
considered paraphrases.

4.3 Node Informativeness

Nodes in TRG contain phrases and sentences of various sizes. Informativeness of
a phrase measures how much concrete information it contains. In our approach,
this measure is used to remove uninformative nodes from TRG as well as to
assess the quality of evidences in the retrieval as described in Sect. 6.
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Many different approaches exist to measure text or term informativeness [9].
For our task, we use the informativeness measure based on the inverse document
frequency (IDF), computed as follows:

Info(node) =
∑

word∈node

log
|CaseBase|

|{case | word ∈ case ∧ case ∈ CaseBase}| (1)

It measures the informativeness of a node as the sum of informativeness of
the contained words, which are inversely proportional to their occurrence in the
case base. A node is considered informative if its informativeness is higher than
1.0. In addition it should contain at least two, non-stop words and have a direct
or indirect connection to a node from the conclusion part of the report.

5 Textual CBR for Incident Analysis

The overview of our TCBR approach for incident analysis is shown in Fig. 2.
It follows the classical CBR cycle with retrieve, reuse, revise and retain steps
[1]. The case base is a collection of CaseGraphs, where a CaseGraph is a TRG
automatically extracted from an incident report which represents an analysis
of the incident. Unlike a traditional case representations with separate problem
description and solution parts, a CaseGraph contains both of them together in
one graph. Nodes in a TRG include the metadata that indicates which part of
the report the information in the node is contained in (see example in Fig. 1).
Problem nodes correspond to the problem description part of a case and analysis
with conclusion nodes to the solution part.

Case base

Textual 
problem 

description
Retrieval

(1)

Reuse
(2)

Revise
(3)

Retain
(4)

CaseGraphs

ReuseGraph

CaseGraph

ReviseGraph

NLPTextual 
cases

Fig. 2. Textual CBR cycle for incident analysis
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In addition to a CaseGraph, our cycle contains a ReuseGaph and a Revise-
Graph, that are also TRGs generated at different steps of the CBR cycle. The
cycle starts with the textual description of a new problem. In the retrieval step,
this description is used to retrieve a CaseGraph from the case base. This Case-
Graph is then adapted to the new problem generating a ReuseGraph, which
represents the adapted solution. The ReuseGraph is then validated and modi-
fied by a human expert in the revise step resulting in the ReviseGraph, which is
then stored in the case base for future use.

6 Retrieval and Adaptation

The general idea behind evidence-driven retrieval (EDR) is to assess whether
the analysis of a previous problem can be adapted for solving a new problem.
As described in Sect. 5, a case in our system is represented by a CaseGraph,
which captures an incident analysis by means of causal and entailment relations,
while a new problem is described textually. The EDR process matches each
CaseGraph in the case base with the new problem description to find the most
relevant and adaptable past case. To assess the adaptability, EDR identifies
so-called evidences in the new problem text in the context of each past case
separately. An evidence is a phrase in the new problem description that carries
information that was proven to be instrumental in the analysis of a previous
problem. Identification of evidences acts as a method for feature selection where
features are selected based on their usefulness in analysing a past problem. In
addition to finding evidences, EDR assesses their informativeness so that more
informative evidences contribute more to the ranking of cases in the retrieval
process.

Evidences also play an important role in adaptation because they serve as
the starting points for the analysis generated during the adaptation process.
The result of this analysis is a ReuseGraph like the one shown in Fig. 3, which
we will use to illustrate how EDR works. This graph contains two evidence
nodes: “pilot applied carburettor heat” and “engine abruptly lost all power”. The
information contained in these phrases have previously been used in the analysis
of another incident, e.g. “pilot applied carburettor heat” is entailed by “the
pilot applied carburettor heat, but noted engine resulted in a further decrease in
engine power and selected the carburettor heat off” from the CaseGraph. The
two evidences are also contained in sentences of the new problem description,
e.g. “pilot applied carburettor heat” is entailed by “pilot applied carburettor
heat and attempted to restart the engine, but heat did not respond” from the
problem description. These evidence phrases were identified automatically by the
longest common paraphrase method described in Sect. 4.2, which is applied for
all combinations of problem description sentences and nodes in the CaseGraph.
Then, the informativeness of each evidence phrase is calculated with the IDF-
based measure described in Sect. 4.3. The informativeness of evidence nodes in
Fig. 3 (shown in parenthesis) is 5.67 and 4.04, resulting in total informativeness
of 9.71. This value is used to rank cases in the case base, taking the top one as
the retrieved case.
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Fig. 3. Part of the ReuseGraph.

Formally, the described process of finding and measuring informativeness of
evidences can be formulated as follows:

Infoe(Sp, CaseGraph) =
∑

s∈Sp

∑

n∈CaseGraph

Info(LCP (s, n))

where Sp is the set of all sentences in the new problem description text, n is a
node in the CaseGraph from the case base, Info is the informativeness measure,
and LCP is the longest common paraphrase described in Sect. 4.2.

The result of the retrieval process is the CaseGraph with the most infor-
mative evidences for the target problem. This CaseGraph together with the
evidences is further used in the adaptation process that was first proposed in
our previous work [18]. The main idea of this process is to find reasoning chains
through the CaseGraph connecting evidences to conclusion nodes. Conclusion
nodes are nodes in the CaseGraph that were extracted from the conclusion part
of the corresponding report as described in Sect. 2. A reasoning chain is a short-
est path through the CaseGraph from an evidence node to a conclusion node.
One example of a reasoning chain in Fig. 3 is “engine abruptly lost all power”
entail←−−−− “carburettor icing, which caused the engine to lose power” cause←−−− “ambi-

ent temperature and dew point conditions during the flight most likely resulted
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in carburettor icing”. The adaptation process attempts to find a reasoning chain
for every evidence and conclusion pair. The shortest path algorithm doesn’t
consider the direction or weights of edges in the graph. All the reasoning chains
are combined in one graph, called ReuseGraph, which is the final result of the
adaptation process.

In the described adaptation approach, only one case is reused to solve a target
problem meaning that only evidences for the currently retrieved past case are
considered. Evidences not used in the retrieved case but possibly used in other
past cases may also be important for the new case. For our future work, we are
considering a compositional adaptation approach that combines evidences and
CaseGraphs from multiple cases.

7 Evaluation

The goal of our evaluation is to investigate the effect of EDR on the performance
of the TCBR system for incident analysis. In particular we compare performance
of EDR with the bag-of-words and semantic indexing models.

7.1 Dataset and Preprocessing

In our work we use incident investigation reports from the Transportation Safety
Board of Canada (TSBC). Compared to other incident report datasets such as
The United States Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) dataset used in
previous works on incident analysis [2,14,21], TSBC reports are more detailed
with extensive analysis sections. A fairly consistent structure of the reports
makes it easier to accomplish automatic evaluation. Another advantage of the
TSBC dataset is that it contains collections from several different transporta-
tion domains which enables us to validate the domain-independent nature of our
approach.

Three of TSBC collections were used for evaluation: 922 aviation reports,
375 marine reports, 298 rail reports. Each report is a text document 5–10 pages
long that describes an incident and provides textual analysis of the causes and
contributing factors as described in Sect. 2. For evaluation, we randomly split
each collection into a test and a training set, which contain 20 % and 80 % of the
reports, respectively, with no overlap.

7.2 Evaluation Procedure

CBR methods are evaluated based on the quality of the produced solution given a
problem description. In our approach, problem description is a textual summary
from the test report that briefly describes the incident. Given this summary, the
system generates a solution in a form of a ReuseGraph as described in Sect. 2.
Four scores are computed in our evaluation: adaptability, precision, recall and
f-score. Adaptability is a binary score indicating whether the adaptation is possi-
ble (1) or not (0), which is determined by whether any evidences can be identified
in the problem description given the retrieved case.
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Adaptability does not evaluate the results of adaptation, which is the role of
precision, recall and f-score. Our implementation of these measures is different
from IR and is based on the similarity between conclusion nodes in the Reuse-
Graph and conclusion sentences in the test report. These conclusion sentences
were written by human experts and enumerate actual causes for the incident,
e.g. “During the auto-rotation, the helicopter was not levelled at the time of
the landing, which resulted in a hard landing.” We use the same text similarity
measure as described in Sect. 4.2. Each conclusion node is assigned to a similar
conclusion sentence such that no two nodes are assigned to the same sentence
and the sum of similarities is maximized. It is the instance of the assignment
problem solved by the Hungarian algorithm [10]. Given this sum (referred to as
Similarity), precision, recall and f-score are computed as follows:

Similarity = Assignment(ConclusionNodes, ConclusionSentences)
Precision = Similarity/|ConclusionNodes|

Recall = Similarity/|ConclusionSentences|
F -score = 2 · Precision · Recall

Precision + Recall

where precision indicates the correctness of the proposed conclusions and recall
shows to what extent the proposed conclusions cover actual conclusions. As in
IR, it is important to consider these measures together, which is reflected in the
f-score.

7.3 Baselines

Two baseline retrieval methods were implemented to compare with EDR. The
first one is TFIDF we used in our previous work [18]. It is based on the BOW
model where cases are represented as vectors with words as dimensions and term
frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weights as values. The similarity
is computed as the cosine between vectors representing textual problem descrip-
tions for a new and previous problems. The most similar case is retrieved and
it’s CaseGraph is then used in adaptation.

The second baseline retrieval method is based on Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [6]. It is a well-known semantic indexing method which applies singu-
lar value decomposition to a term-document matrix with tf-idf weights. Term
dimensions in this matrix are transformed to maximize the variance between
documents. In the transformed coordinates, similar terms become closer while
distant terms become further from each other. The dimensions are also ranked
by a so-called singular value which indicates the discriminative power of the
dimension. With LSI, it is common to take a certain number of dimensions with
the highest singular values. We tried different number of dimensions (50, 150,
300, 600) to maximise the results for the LSI baseline. The best results shown
in Table 1 were obtained for 300 dimension.

For both baselines we attempted to use the whole report instead of the prob-
lem description part from the previous case when computing similarity. Intu-
itively, it makes sense because other parts of the report contain information not
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Table 1. Score means in % obtained when evaluated on the complete test set.

Dataset Measure TFIDF LSI EVIDENCE

Aviation Adaptability 47.46 21.47 100.00

Precision 8.73 3.77 14.04

Recall 6.04 1.78 17.45

F-score 5.93 2.03 12.56

Marine Adaptability 40.79 19.74 100.00

Precision 7.19 3.62 16.50

Recall 5.58 1.29 12.91

F-score 5.58 1.73 12.49

Rail Adaptability 37.50 25.00 100.00

Precision 6.71 4.34 11.62

Recall 4.81 2.93 19.98

F-score 4.84 2.97 13.41

available in the problem description which might result in a more precise simi-
larity assessment. In addition, EDR makes use of other parts of previous reports
captured by a CaseGraph so it is fair that the baseline methods can utilize these
parts as well. However, experimental results showed that including other parts
of a report in the retrieval decreases the performance of the baselines. There-
fore, the results presented in Sect. 7.4 were obtained when baselines use only the
problem description part.

7.4 Results and Analysis

Table 1 shows the results obtained by our system on three datasets. Three dif-
ferent retrieval components were used: TFIDF, LSI and EVIDENCE. The first
two are the baselines described in Sect. 7.3 and EVIDENCE is the implementa-
tion of EDR described in Sect. 6. These components are evaluated as part of the
complete system following the evaluation procedure described in Sect. 7.2.

The results show significantly higher performance of the evidence-based
retrieval. It has 100 % adaptability scores indicating that cases retrieved with
EVIDENCE can always be adapted to a new problem. It is the consequence of
the idea that the retrieval mechanism in the EDR is designed to facilitate the
following adaptation process. In contrast, our baseline retrieval methods, TFIDF
and LSI, are not aware of the adaptation process and as a result most of the
cases they retrieve can not be adapted to the target problem. While adaptabil-
ity is a binary score that indicates whether a retrieved case can be adapted,
precision, recall and f-scores reflect the quality of the adapted solution. As with
adaptability, these scores are significantly higher for EVIDENCE compared to
TFIDF and LSI.
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For all datasets, LSI demonstrated poor results, worse than a more primi-
tive TFIDF baseline. Possible explanation for this is that the analysis task is
driven by specific details rather than conceptual topics captured by LSI. Inci-
dent reports in the same domain cover very similar topics and mostly use the
same vocabulary, which makes semantic indexing less useful. In addition, inci-
dent report collections we use for the experiments are relatively small in size,
which might not be enough to learn a robust semantic representation.

8 Related Work

The idea of retrieving adaptable cases was proposed and thoroughly investi-
gated by Smyth and Keane [19] in their work on adaptation-guided retrieval
(AGR). They showed that similarity alone might not be enough to retrieve the
most appropriate case to guide the problem solving process. AGR uses adap-
tation knowledge that provides the link between problem and solution features
and allows to asses the importance of matches between features based on their
influence on adaptation. AGR and similar approaches have been successfully
used in several CBR systems for different tasks including plant-control soft-
ware, example-based machine translation, and property-valuation [4,7,19]. EDR
is based on the same general idea as AGR with reasoning chains providing
explicit mapping between problem and solution features. However, unlike AGR,
adaptation knowledge in EDR is not explicitly represented.

EDR is also inspired by explanation-based learning (EBL), where the rele-
vance of features is determined by explaining their contribution to an example’s
solution [3]. Like in EBL, EDR uses solutions from previous cases to judge the
relevance of features in the new problem description. These features become
parts of the reasoning chains generated during adaptation, which can be viewed
as the explanations. The major difference, however, is that EBL relies on high-
quality domain knowledge to generate explanations while reasoning chains in
our approach are generated from causal and entailment relations extracted from
text.

Most of the systems using AGR and EBR approaches use cases and knowledge
represented in structured form with a well-defined meaning. In contrast, EDR
is designed for TCBR where knowledge is in textual form. Compared to struc-
tured representation, natural language has a much more complex and ambiguous
semantics. It makes adaptation a very challenging task. Many adaptation meth-
ods are limited to substitution of textual units in the solution text such as in [11]
where email responses are retrieved and adapted to new request. Although adapt-
ability of cases is not considered in the retrieval process, there is an explicit link
between a problem and solution spaces in a form of word associations. Problem-
solution associations between larger textual units such as phrases and sentences
have been also investigated in [17]. To enable more sophisticated forms of adap-
tation it is often necessary to convert textual cases to a structured form. A recent
example of this approach is the work on extraction and adaptation of cooking
workflows [5]. The possibility for AGR is briefly discussed but not implemented
in their work.
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9 Conclusion

In this paper we presented evidence-based retrieval (EDR), a case retrieval
method for TCBR that aims to retrieve adaptable cases. EDR is based on
the text reasoning graph representation which automatically captures reason-
ing knowledge contained in textual cases. EDR identifies evidence phrases in the
textual problem description that serve as the starting points for adaptation. The
cases are then ranked by the informativeness of these evidences.

We evaluated EDR on the incident analysis task in three domains (aviation,
marine and railway) using incident reports from the Transportation Safety Board
of Canada. Experimental results show significantly higher performance of EDR
compared to commonly used IR methods. 100 % of cases retrieved with EDR are
adaptable, while IR methods had adaptability below 50 %.

EDR is the latest addition to our TCBR approach for automated analysis.
Previously we developed the representation and the adaptation technique specif-
ically designed for this task. With EDR all the components in our approach are
task-specific and well integrated with each other, which results in better perfor-
mance. Still, there are many directions for future work. For instance, we plan
to investigate the possibility for capturing textual context in the TRG repre-
sentation. Currently, phrases contained in TRG nodes loose their context when
extracted from text. A phrase without context can be ambiguous which reduces
the accuracy of the textual similarity component used for generation of the rep-
resentation, retrieval and adaptation. Another promising direction for future
research is the development of a natural language generation component that
could produce textual analysis from ReuseGraphs.
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